Verifone HQ
Simplify your remote device management

Maximize Device Availability
While Controlling Costs
What’s the best payment device? The one that’s up and running. Downtime, tampering, and troubleshooting
are drains on your ROI. Plus, with new pressures put on merchants to create better in-store experiences, you
can’t afford to have a payment terminal issue. Still, managing your estates can be an arduous and sometimes
confusing process.

Connect Your Device Estate
Verifone HQ™ is like the central nervous system of your business. It connects all of your payment devices
from anywhere around the globe and provides you detailed feedback about how well they’re performing,
whether they need updates or maintenance, and what kinds of content they’re feeding customers—all from
one backend portal.
It does this through innovative “heartbeat” technology, which sends pulse inquiries to your devices, creating a
network of constant communication between Verifone HQ and your estate. When a device is in need of repair,
has been tempered with, or is performing in a suboptimal manner, Verifone HQ can let you know immediately.
There is no easier way to get complete control and visibility of your Verifone devices.
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